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STRONTIUM, NEODYMIUM AND PLUTONIUM IN CHONDRITIC 
PHOSPHATES; J. C. Brannon and F. A. Podosek, McDonnell Center for the Space Sciences, 
Washington University, and G. W. Lugmair, Chemistry Department, University of California at San 
Diego. 

We describe here the initial results obtained in an isotopic-geochronological study of separated 
phosphate minerals from ordinary chondrites. This study will include analysis of the Rb-Sr, Sm-Nd 
and Pu-Xe systems in the same samples. There are two principal scientific objectives of these 
analyses: (1) to constrain the metamorphic chronology of these ordinary chondrites by absolute age 
determination and especially by elevation of initial 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  in these Rb-poor phases, and (2) to 
examine the extent to which Pu is chemically coherent with Nd. The latter objective is important in 
evaluating the cosmic abundance of 2 4 4 ~ u  and also in the use of 244Pu as a meteorite geochronometer. 

The St. Severin WL sample was received from R. Lewis; all other samples were received from P. 
Pellas. Phosphate samples as received had been prepared by a combination of magnetic and density 
separations. They were further purified (removal of extraneous material, mafics, feldspars) by hand- 
picking under a binocular microscope. For one sample, Arnbapur Nagla, a whitlockite-enriched (W-1) 
sample was generated from the bulk phosphate (P-1) sample by removing apatite identified by 
correlating optical appearance with cathodoluminescence and electron probe determination of 
mineralogy. For Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd analysis, samples were dissolved in dilute (- 0.5 N) HC1 for - 30 
min. Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd results for an initial suite of samples are given in Table 1; Xe analyses have 
not yet been performed. 

There is only a small spread in Sm/Nd ratios, but the data nevertheless define an isochron (Fig. 1) 
corresponding to an age of 4.55 f 0.45 Ga. This verifies the expectation of early isotopic closure and 
indicates no recent disturbance of the Sm-Nd system. 

The Sr concentrations and 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  ratios are significantly higher than expected and the data are 
not interpretable in terms of using initial 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  to date metamorphism. The reason for this is 
unclear but a superficial Sr component is suggested; this is supported by preliminary results of 
differential dissolution experiments now under way. 

The current best estimate for the cosmic abundance based on bulk chondritic material is 
= -007 (Hudson et al., 1982), based on St. Severin. Lugmair and Marti (1977) and Marti et 

al (1977) suggest that the cosmic abundance is lower, 2 4 4 ~ u / 2 3 8 ~  = .OM; this value is based on more 
precisely measurable samples which are not chemically representative of cosmic abundance, notably in 
Angra dos Reis, and rely on an inferred chemical coherence between Pu and Nd. The Pu/U ratio above 
corresponds to 244~u/Nd = 1.6 x lo4 (by weight). 

The chondritic phosphate data will be important in evaluating whether Pu is indeed coherent with 
Nd. Although our Xe analyses have not yet been done, some of these samples can be examined using 
published Xe data (Table 2). Except for Arnbapur Nagla, Pu/Nd in the chondritic phosphates is close 
to the Angra dos Reis value, adding support to the suggestion of Pu-Nd coherence. It should be noted, 
however, that this statement is not compatible with long metamorphic timescales (comparable to the 
halflife of 244Pu) inferred for several high-grade chondrites, including St. Severin, on the basis of 
initial 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  in phosphates (cf. Manhes et al., 1978), unless closure temperature for Xe is higher 
than for Sr. Clarification of this point should emerge when reliable indigenous initial 8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  data 
can be abtained for these phosphates. 
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Table 2. Pu and Nd in meteoritic phosphates 

I Sample Whit ' I ~ P U I  mdl ' 244PufNd / 
9% P P ~  ppm (weight) 

Menow 89 23 107 2.1 x 10" 
Ambapur Nagla 69 20 80 2.5 lo4 
Mocs 42 12 93 1 .3~10-4  
St. Severin 28 150 1.9x104 
Angra dos Reis 59 360 1.6x104 

a Percent merrillite in total 
phosphates, from Kirsten et 
&-(i978) 

b Pu concentrations by 
fission Xe assuming 5.5 % 
l3%e yield; data from Kir- 
sten et al. (1978), Lewis 
(1975) and Lugrnair and 
~ a r t i  (1977) 

- 

c From Table 1 and Lugmair 
and Marti (1977) 

Table 1: Preliminary data for meteoritic phosphates 

sample(") Weight Sm Nd 1 4 7 ~ ~  Rb Sr 
- @) 

(mg) @pm) bpm) 1 4 4 ~ d  @pm) ( P P ~ )  
s 7 ~ b / S 6 ~ r  8 7 ~ r / 8 6 ~ r  

St. Severin WL-1 .206 46.46 150.11 .I871 -3.7 1.25 595.3 .0061 .70985 
Menow W-1 .333 33.20 105.7 .I898 -2.5 1.40 500.6 .0081 .70964 
Ambapur Nagla P-1 .256 24.73 80.06 .I867 -3.8 1.28 456.4 .0081 .70920 
Ambapur Nagla W-1 .098 29.41 94.63 .I878 -3.2 2.04 765.8 .0074 .70973 
Elenovka P- 1 .407 36.28 117.55 .I866 -4.3 0.80 80.1 .0287 .70414 
MOCS P-1 .I49 28.15 93.60 .I818 -7.0 0.95 178.7 .0154 .70484 
Bjurbole P- 1 .235 36.56 119.25 .I853 -5.1 0.815 113.0 .0208 ,70721 

(a) AU samples dissolved in dilute (- 0.5 N) HC1 for - 30 min. 

(b) Discrimination corrections by 148~d /144~d  = 0.241572; E values are parts in lo4 deviation from 
.512566 (Juvinas); two-sigma errors are - 0.3 E. 

(c) Discrimination corrections by 86~r /S8~r  = .1194; two-sigma errors are I .00003. 

Figure 1: Isochron diagram for w 
Sm-Nd data in Table 1. The slope of 5 
the least-squares fit shown Q- - 
corresponds to an age of 4.55 + .45 . 5  

Ga; the initial 1 4 3 ~ d / 1 4 4 ~ d  z rn 
is .5067 _+ ,0005 (consistent with T - 
Juvinas). 

R m b a p u r  Nag1 a W -  
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